Petty Officer Second Class Chris Joyce prepares to “man the side” of HMCS Calgary for the International Fleet Review off the coast of Jeju, Republic of Korea during Operation Projection. Read the full story on page 7.

Photo by LS Zachariah Stopa, Canadian Forces Combat Camera
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Leadership, respect and honour - training sailors for the future

SLt M.X. Déry
MARPAC PA

Leadership, Respect and Honour (LRH) are lead principles for the Royal Canadian Navy; they are not only part of its culture but instilled via training throughout a sailor’s career.

As part of Operation Honour, these principles have been reinvigorated with updates to training in leadership, administration, bystander intervention and the divisional system.

The Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) Leadership Respect and Honour Professional Development Program provides a baseline understanding of the concepts meant to build on what has been instilled previously.

As every sailor earns their occupation and rank qualifications, seamlessly integrated into that training will be small group facilitated discussions on those concepts to build on what has been instilled previously.

As personnel progress in rank, the program focus shifts from simple understanding and individual actions to identifying the actions and expectations to be taken by supervisors at each level of complexity while not repeating the training,” said LCdr Angus Fedoruk, leadership manager at Naval Training Development Centre (Pacific) command and leadership division.

A/SLt Brow WK, MCR WK

Junior non-commissioned sailors and naval officers will continue to receive an introduction to military values and ethics at Canadian Forces Leadership and Recruit School, and as they progress through their training on either coast they will encounter the first of several levels of LRH training recently approved for implementation at both fleet schools.

This foundational shift in training equips sailors with bystander intervention techniques, and leaders with the knowledge of how to handle the complex realities of inappropriate sexual behaviour within the divisional system.

As every sailor earns their occupation and rank qualifications, seamlessly integrated into that training will be small group facilitated discussions on those concepts meant to build on what has been instilled previously.

As personnel progress in rank, the program focus shifts from simple understanding and individual actions to identifying the actions and expectations to be taken by supervisors at each level of complexity while not repeating the training,” said LCdr Angus Fedoruk, leadership manager at Naval Training Development Centre (Pacific) command and leadership division.

Fleet school core instructional staff, Lieutenants and Petty Officers, underwent the higher levels of training themselves recently in order to be able to teach their trainees.

“The instructor knows the class, they are the ones that are most integrated with them,” said LCdr Fedoruk, adding that the topics of leadership, respect or Operation Honour can be taught by a guest lecturer, but the goal is to have the topics discussed seamlessly during training.

In the coming months, all seven planned levels, from Ordinary Seaman/Naval Cadet to Chief Petty Officer First Class/Commander will be completed and implemented throughout the RCN.

This will provide not only specific administrative and leadership guidance on Operation Honour, but a reinforcement of general leadership and understanding of the RCN Code of Conduct, the Divisional System and one’s role within the Chain of Command.

Leadership, Honour, and Respect

This foundational shift in training equips sailors with bystander intervention techniques, and leaders with the knowledge of how to handle the complex realities of inappropriate sexual behaviour within the divisional system.

It is not without a price, that we live in a land that is free.

In honour of our brave veterans — for your service, endurance, sacrifice and wisdom that we all too often take for granted.

We are humbled by your bravery and inspired by your love of country.

With deep appreciation and respect, we thank you.

Victoria   Kelowna   Kamloops   Vancouver Airport   Burnaby
Naden Band heads to Chile

Peter Mallett
Staff Writer

The Naden Band of the Royal Canadian Navy is off to Chile in December to perform in bicentennial anniversary celebrations for the Chilean Navy.

The Band will perform in a musical tattoo on Dec. 2 in Vina del Mar as part of Armada de Chile’s 200th anniversary celebrations. The concert will also feature the United Kingdom’s Royal Marine Band and bands from other militaries around the world.

Chief Petty Officer Second Class Brayden Wise will lead the band as Naden Band Commanding Officer, replacing Lieutenant (Navy) Catherine Norris who will be on maternity leave.

“It’s an honour to be invited to participate in such an important event for the Chilean Navy,” said Lt(N) Norris. “We are excited and thankful for the opportunity to contribute and work together with our hosts and the other military bands attending these celebrations. The Band’s visit to Chile comes during a busy late-year schedule for the 35 full-time professional musicians.

Last Friday they travelled to Vancouver for the Canadian Football League Tribute to the Canadian Armed Forces at B.C. Place, taking part in the halftime show as the B.C. Lions took on the Edmonton Eskimos. The Band is also in rehearsals to prepare for performances in Victoria and support to base events leading up to Remembrance Day.

Plus, five members of the Naden Band will augment the Stadacona Band of the Royal Canadian Navy in Belgium for Operation Distinction, the 100th anniversary of the Battle of the Somme.

Then there is one of the biggest events on their calendar, the 40th Annual Christmas Concerts in support of The Salvation Army on Dec. 10, 11 and 12 at the Royal Theatre. That occurs just three days after they return from Chile.

These are both exciting and demanding times for the Band, says PO2 Katrina Bligh, about, and PO2 Winston Hind, who plays tuba. When they aren’t busy rehearsing for the tattoo they will also be hard at work practising for their Christmas concerts.

‘It’s going to be an extremely busy end-of-year for the Naden Band but a challenge we are looking forward to,” said PO2 Blight. “We will be rehearsing any chance we get.”

PO2 Hind says the invite to perform in Viña del Mar reflects the strengthening partnership between the Canadian and Chilean navies. The Chilean supply ship Almirante Montt made multiple port visits to Esquimalt between 2015 and 2017 where Royal Canadian Navy sailors conducted replenishment at sea and force generation training with multiple Halifax-class frigates of the Pacific Fleet as part of a short-term mutual logistic support agreement.

The Chilean Navy can trace its roots back to the Chilean War of Independence and the efforts of General Bernardo O’Higgins who worked to establish a force at sea after its emancipation from Spain. Chile’s present-day navy boasts approximately 25,000 personnel and includes a fleet of 71 vessels, four submarines, eight frigates and four corvettes.

For more information about the Naden Band and its upcoming concerts please visit their website: www.navymarineforces.gc.ca/en/about/structure-marpac-naden-home.page
Former Protector sailors reunite with USS Michael Murphy

PO1 Nicolas Major
NRU Asterix

After a catastrophic engine room fire on board HMCS Protector left it adrift and without power on Feb. 27, 2014, USS Michael Murphy was first on the scene. When they arrived the day after the fire, it gave those on board Protector, including me, a sense of relief. Help had arrived.

After six days of towing by USS Michael Murphy, USS Chosin and USNS Sioux, Protector was brought alongside Pearl Harbor. The efforts of Michael Murphy earned them a CAP Unit Commendation for their immediate response to Protector and the family members embarked.

Four years later, during Exercise Kakadu 2018 off the coast of Australia, five former crewmembers from Protector supported replenishment at sea (RAS) operations to refuel USS Michael Murphy from Protector’s replacement, MV Asterix.

When I was told we would be transferring fuel to USS Michael Murphy during Exercise Kakadu 2018, fond memories came back of the amazing support the American destroyer provided to us after the fire. Without hesitation, they sent over water, Gatorade and medical support. They even took care of our loved ones as they received 17 civilian family members that had embarked as part of a morale and outreach building tiger cruise. They expressed later that they were treated like family on board the American destroyer.

The five members of Naval Replenishment Unit Asterix - MS Bertrand Robillard, MS Andrew Clark, LS Robert Lalonde, LS Iain Gouzola, and I - were all at our stations during the Sept. 8 RAS. It was now our turn to provide a service to USS Michael Murphy.

LCdr James Classen, Commanding Officer NRU Asterix, was the first to welcome Michael Murphy. He passed words of appreciation to the US crew over the radio while providing instructions to bring the ship into the RAS station.

After over 200 cubic metres of fuel were transferred, all five former Protector crew members felt a sense of gratitude to ship that shared with them a page in Royal Canadian Navy history.

On behalf of the former crew of Protector and the crew of MV Asterix, thank you again USS Michael Murphy for the service and support you provided to the sailors of the Royal Canadian Navy. We strongly believe your motto “Lead the Fight” suits you well.

Photo submitted

LCdr James Classen, (left) thanks Canadian Navy and US Navy sailors for their immediate response to the fire on board HMCS Protector.
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**SPORTS trivia**

By Stephen Stone and Tom Thomson, Contributors

**Questions**

1. What do Pablo Sandoval in 2012, Albert Pujols in 2011, and Reggie Jackson in 1978 have in common?
2. Who hit the Cubs’ grand slam in 2016 when they finally won another World Series?
3. Who hit the Braves’ grand slam off Jack Morris of the Blue Jays during the 1992 World Series?
4. Who gave up Oakland’s Jose Conseco’s grand slam in game one of the 1988 World Series?
5. Who hit the Yankees’ grand slam off Cardinal pitch Gordie Richardson in the eighth inning of game six of the 1964 World Series?
6. Who hit the first grand slam in World Series history?
7. Which team has hit the most grand slams in World Series history?
8. Who hit the Yankees’ first World Series grand slam?
9. Who is the only pitcher to hit a World Series grand slam?
10. Which Broder brother hit a grand slam for the Cardinals in game four of the 1964 World Series?
11. Who was the first player to attempt two penalty shots in one game?
12. Who are the only players to have taken a penalty shot in consecutive NHL games?
13. Who scored the first goal off a penalty shot in the Stanley Cup Final?

**Answers**

1. DND
2. 7
3. 1992 World Series
4. 2016 World Series
5. 1964 World Series
6. Cardinal
7. Cardinals
8. Yankees
9. Cardinals
10. Cardinals
11. Cards
12. Cards
13. Cards
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Wellness Bench

The MHWS Wellness Bench was designed and made at FMF, by request of the Organizational Wellness working group. The concept of the bench was inspired by “buddy” benches, found more and more in school yards. Students are encouraged to sit at the bench when they are feeling lonely or in need of help. Students are also taught to respond and provide support when they see someone sitting at the bench.

While it may not be a literal interpretation, the Wellness Bench is symbolic of being open, reaching out, and supporting one another at MARPAC.

The Wellness Bench made its debut at Naden Athletic Centre on World Suicide Prevention Day, September 10th, 2018. It will travel around CFB MARPAC on World Suicide Prevention Day, September 10th, 2018. It will travel around CFB MARPAC.

The Wellness Bench is symbolic of being open, when we need it. As well as, to seek support from those around us, as well as, to find support from those around us.

MARPAC Health & Wellness Strategy Evaluation

For more information: www.cafconnection.ca

**History Extravaganza - Fort Rodd Hill 100 Years of Remembrance**

**Peter Mallett**
Staff Writer

Victoria’s rich military history will be commemorated this weekend with a special event at national historic site Fort Rodd Hill.

Historians and museum staff from across the region will gather at the Parks Canada site in Colwood for its 100 Years of Remembrance event, Nov. 4, between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.

“Victoria has a long and proud history of military service, wartime industry and home-front activism,” said Kate Humble, Curator with Fort Rodd Hill. “This event is a truly unique opportunity to experience all the aspects of Victoria’s military heritage, represented by these wonderful, varied museums and archives, in one place for the first time. The people of this community have made many important contributions and sacrifices, and their stories are exciting and emotional. It’s vital that we remember them and continue to share those stories amongst current generations.”

Exhibits include military vehicles from the Ashton Armoury, a shipbuilding display by the Maritime Museum of B.C., and tales of wartime flight from the B.C. Aviation Museum. An exhibit from CFB Esquimalt Naval and Military Museum will focus on the convalescent hospital operated at Naden by the Military Hospitals Commission during the First World War and, subsequently, the Department of Soldiers’ Civil Reestablishment.

Other participants include the Oak Bay, Esquimalt, Saanich, and St. Michael’s University School Archives, the Victoria Genealogical Society, Craigdarroch Castle, the Canadian Scottish Regiment Museum, the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry cadets, and the Colwood Women’s Institute.

Clare Sharp, Exhibit Designer with CFB Esquimalt Naval and Military Museum, says her exhibit will focus on rehabilitation efforts at the hospital during the First World War and post-war era. It includes photographs of patients in their workshops learning new skills and trades, and nursing staff on the grounds of the pavilion-style hospital originally constructed by the Royal Navy in 1894.

“The hospital was required to treat wounded servicemen and fit them for return to civilian life,” said Sharp.

Fort Rodd Hill staff will unveil their 100 Years of Remembrance exhibit in the Casemates Barracks. Through the exhibit Parks Canada staff will share family wartime stories and personal tales of love and loss with visitors.

Fort Rodd Hill served as a coastal artillery fort of the Royal Navy and was built in the late 1880s to defend Victoria and the Esquimalt Naval Base.

The park also includes Fisgard Lighthouse, which was constructed in 1860 as the first permanent lighthouse on Canada’s West Coast.
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**Find Your Power**

**Highly Personalized Trauma Treatment**
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We are an approved addictions and mental health treatment provider for the Canadian Forces and Veterans Affairs Canada. We offer an intensive trauma program designed specifically for co-occurring occupational stress injuries and substance and alcohol use issues.

- **Treat Control**
- **Get Connected**
- **Find Your Purpose**
- **Heal And Grow**

**Canada’s Leader in Men’s Private Trauma, Drug Rehab and Alcohol Treatment**

Together we will ensure the veterans and seniors at Broadmead Care receive the best in comfort and care.

**Rudi** is a long-time benefactor of Broadmead Care, a WWII Veteran, ex-prisoner-of-war and survivor of the atomic bomb in Nagasaki. To honour our Canadian veterans and seniors served through Broadmead Care your donation will be matched by Rudi to a total of $100,000.

Donate Online at: [www.broadmeadcare.com](http://www.broadmeadcare.com)
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Find Your Power

Highly Personalized Trauma Treatment

We are committed to our clients’ transformations and helping them become healthy men who are inspired to live with a renewed sense of vitality and purpose.
Three months into Operation Projection, HMCS Calgary took part in an International Fleet Review in the Asia-Pacific region.

It was hosted by the Republic of Korea Navy and staged out of Jeju Civil-Military Complex Port, located on the south side of Jeju Island, South Korea.

Sailors from participating ships were also welcomed at a variety of activities ashore throughout the International Fleet Review week held Oct. 9 to 15.

On hand for the event was Vice-Admiral Ron Lloyd, Commander Royal Canadian Navy. He presented members of Calgary and NRU Asterix’s ship’s companies with the Special Service Medal, earned after 45 days on operations. VAdm Lloyd also hosted a series of town halls for Calgary’s crew.

Fourteen navies participated in a day-long pass-in-review at sea on Oct. 11.

Calgary joined the column of vessels manoeuvering themselves into position for the Pass-in-Review in front of the South Korean flagship - the helicopter carrier ROKS Dokdo.

While manning the rails on the approach to Dokdo, Calgary sailors were treated to a fly-past and parachute display, and were able to watch a large portion of the Republic of Korea Navy fleet sail past in an impressive column.

Calgary, positioned between Bruneian offshore patrol vessel KDB Daruttaqwa and Indian destroyer INS Rana, was the third ship to salute the dignitaries and the massive crowd assembled aboard Dokdo. Despite risky wind conditions, Calgary’s crew sported their ever-popular Smithbilt hats, which elicited applause and cheers from the passing spectators.

Calgary was welcomed back alongside the following morning. Over the next three days, members of the ship’s company participated in a sports day and international friendship night, which included exposure to some very popular “K-pop”. Calgary sailors also put forward their best attempts at the Korean language during a volunteer event and soccer game at a local school.

HMCS Calgary members are welcomed to Jeju, South Korea, as part of the country’s International Fleet Review.
Eleven Port Inspection Divers from various Naval Reserve Divisions across Canada recently participated in Exercise Ardent Defender, held Oct. 1 to 19 at the 4th Canadian Division Training Centre, Meaford, ON. This was a joint, multi-national and inter-agency annual exercise hosted by the Canadian Armed Forces that tested joint Counter Explosive Threat capabilities. Reservist divers were involved in underwater searches, inspections and surveys to detect explosive devices. They worked jointly with Clearance Divers from the Experimental Diving Unit Group in Toronto. Although it was an exercise, divers found unexploded ordnance from decades past in an isolated area; the Clearance Divers safely detonated them.

Compared to last year’s participation, Port Inspection Divers doubled in numbers. “We are thrilled to see the participation climb, it allows us to be one team and work together, Port Inspection Divers and Clearance Divers,” said Petty Officer Second Class Dan Larche, Clearance Diver supervisor. Port Inspection Divers usually serve part-time with their home unit for scheduled evenings and weekends, although they may also serve in full-time positions at some units for fixed terms, depending on the type of work that they do. They are called to do tasks to ensure the maritime security of the nation. They often work with naval port security teams to provide underwater skill sets in support of the sovereignty and safety of Canada’s numerous ports, harbours and waterways, and may also be deployed outside Canada for operations or exercises.

OWN A SINGLE FAMILY HOME IN THE MASTER PLANNED COMMUNITY OF ROYAL BAY – YES, IT IS WITHIN YOUR REACH!

NEW PHASE NOW SELLING
GableCraft Homes is a dynamic home builder committed to creating safe, sustainable and welcoming communities. Each home at Royal Bay is defined by timeless architecture and modern interiors, tailored for maximum livability. We have carefully planned each residence to make the most of the stunning seaside setting just a short walk away.

GableCraft HomeStore
3549 Ryder Hesjedal Way | Colwood, BC
Monday to Thursday 2 to 8pm
Closed Friday
Sat, Sun & Holidays Noon to 5pm

TWO NEW SHOW HOMES

WITH HOMES STARTING
from the mid $600s INCL. GST

778.265.8350
REGISTER TODAY
GableCraftHomes.ca/RoyalBay
With files from MARLANT PA

Commander Nancy Setchell has ensured the glass ceiling is a thing of the past in the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN).

In September she became the second woman to command a frigate when she took the captain’s chair of HMCS Charlottetown. Cmdre Josée Kurtz was the first, commanding HMCS Halifax in 2009.

Born and raised in Midland, Ontario, Cdr Nancy Setchell’s journey in the RCN began in 1995 when she attended the Royal Military College of Canada in Kingston, Ontario, graduating with Honours in 1999 and receiving a Bachelor of Arts in English. She then embarked on her career as a Naval Warfare Officer, a career that has taken her to both coasts, the mainland and overseas on Operation Apollo.

“I joined because I wanted to attend the Royal Military College of Canada, and to become a ship’s captain,” said Cdr Setchell. “I grew up sailing on tall ships in Georgian Bay.”

Cdr Setchell went on to complete a Masters in Defence Studies before she served as Executive Officer of HMCS Montréal from 2014 to 2016. She was then promoted to the rank of Commander and became the Chief of Staff (Administration) to the Commander of Canadian Fleet Atlantic for one year. This path prepared her for the appointment of Charlottetown’s Commanding Officer.

“Commanding Charlottetown means so much. As a person, it’s the summit of my professional goals. As a mom, it feels great to serve as an example of what women can do. As a proud Canadian, I am humbled by the responsibility and opportunity to serve my country.”

Charlottetown is currently preparing for an upcoming deployment and Cdr Setchell is looking forward to further experiences and adventures as she continues to live the dream in the Royal Canadian Navy.
Chilean Admiral Visits Base
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Sprott Shaw College
Capt Jenn Jackson  
Operation Caribbe PAO

When we think of a cook, we think of preparing and serving food. However, when it comes to cooks in a Royal Canadian Navy warship, meal preparation is only part of their work. They also have the grim job of casualty clearing during an emergency, the brawn of line handling when needed on deck, and even the compassion to aid a sea sick sailor.

These roles are part of basic training but are enhanced through mentorship, coaching and experience during a career at sea. “The senior cook is the primary casualty clearer in an emergency,” explains the chief cook in HMCS Nanaimo, which is currently deployed with HMCS Edmonton on Operation Caribbe, an illicit drug interdiction operation off the coast of Central America in the eastern Pacific Ocean. For security reasons members of the crew cannot be named. “I learned a lot of skills throughout my career thanks to the coaching and mentoring of the various Physician’s Assistants I have sailed with, and in turn, I pass on that knowledge to the junior cooks.”

It is a similar experience for learning how to handle lines on deck. Cooks become more proficient from the guidance received from Boatswains the longer they sail.

In a Kingston-class ship, there are only three cooks to feed the 44 other crew members. It’s a long day for a cook at sea as they rise at 5 a.m. to prepare breakfast and typically work until 7 p.m. after supper clean-up.

During day-time emergencies, it is necessary for one cook to monitor the cooking food while the others respond.

For the Chief Cook, there are other duties to ensure the crew is properly fed. “As the Senior Cook, I am responsible for liaising with the Executive Officer on budget matters, planning the menus and placing the food orders,” adds Nanaimo’s Chief Cook. “I also have to keep track of whether any crew member has dietary restrictions, such as being vegetarian or allergies, and ensure there is food aboard they can eat. This is especially important for an extended operation like Caribbe.”

Good food is critical to the morale and health of the crew as they complete drills such as fire and flood damage control, engineering exercises, and boat work to fully prepare for the operational phase of Caribbe.

Nothing brings a smile to the faces of the crew than seeing a good hot meal between bouts of hard work, or even the occasional Freezie after a sweaty, sustained fire exercise. They are well taken care of in Nanaimo — whether a sailor is hungry, injured, in need of an extra hand on deck or suffering from sea sickness, they have great cooks for all of that.
Naval Technical SEMINAR

ATTENTION

All personnel serving and retired in the CAF as well as DND Employees.

• Coffee and snacks
• Guest Speakers
• Mess Dinner
  Nov. 8th @ 1800hrs
  at the Wardroom

This annual event showcases new technologies in the Royal Canadian Navy and provides a platform to bring the engineering community together. This year’s theme is ‘Mentorship’.

NOVEMBER 7-8 @ 0800 HRS

At Nixon Building Gym, Work Point

For Event Details contact PO2 Brian Hill 363-5405
For Mess Dinner Reservation contact Lt(N) Nicolas Denutte 363-5012
Naval Training School (Pacific) Ceremonial Divisions

Commander Julian Elbourne, Commanding Officer of Naval Training School (Pacific) (NFS(P)), presented awards and promotions during the NFS(P) Ceremonial Divisions Oct. 4.

Photos by David Canepa, MARPAC Imaging Services

PO1 Peter Fraser receives the Special Service Medal.

PO2 Edmund House receives the Operational Service Medal – Expedition, and the Special Service Medal.

PO2 Steven Newton receives the Operational Service Medal.

Lt(N) Andre Bard receives the Special Service Medal.

PO2 Robert Davies receives the Special Service Medal.

LS Aaron Cantadato is promoted to his current rank.

MS Drew Coutts receives the Special Service Medal.

MS Matthew Johnson receives the Special Service Medal.

MS Daniel Graham receives the Special Service Medal.

MS Harrison Baycroft receives the Canadian Forces’ Decoration.
MS Diana Holton receives the Canadian Forces’ Decoration.

MS Nicholas MacLean receives the Commander Royal Canadian Navy Commendation award.

PO2 Brett Spelliscy (left), MS Duane Earle (second from right), and OS Hussein Farah (right) receive NFS(P) Bravo Zulu awards.

A/SLt Kimberley McHale-Hall (left), MS Kerri Pearce (second from right), and MS Matthew Childs (right) receive NFS(P) Bravo Zulu awards.

LT(N) William Corbett (left), PO2 Robert Wile (second from right), and MS Duane Earle (right) receive NFS(P) Bravo Zulu awards.

Rodger Anderson (second from left), Karen Brady (second from right), and PO2 Kanwar Nijjer (right), receive NFS(P) Bravo Zulu awards.

Captain Cheryl Major was presented with an ADM (PA) Communications Award for Innovation by LCol Neville, Head of Regional Cadet Support Unit.

Sgt Racheal Macpherson is promoted to her current rank by LCdr James Classen, Commanding Officer Naval Replenishment Unit (NRU) Asterix (left) and Capt Chris Dare (right).

Cpl Coral Newport (centre) is promoted to her current rank.

LS April Davis (second from right) is promoted to her current rank.

Members of the Canadian Detachment at the Naval Ocean Processing Facility, Whidbey Island, participated in a five kilometre run for CAF Sports Day.
VETERANS TRAP MIX DRY-MIX UP
Shoot fundraiser Victoria Fish & Game Protective Association 700 Victoria Place, Malahat, Sunday Nov. 4. Registration at 9 a.m. Proceeds to Malahat Legion Branch 134 of The Royal Canadian Legion Poppy Fund. Info: 250-363-3127 or call 250-213-5827

DID YOU KNOW...?
WANTED A FEW GOOD MEN. Veteran soccer association is looking for players for their MHS 45+ team. Assorted positions available. Clubhouse located at Yarrow Elementary. Great home turf field at Felician Park. Approx 25 games from Sept 2018 to March. Contact ken McCall (250)598-0661. kmccoll81@hotmail.com

4005 11 S VICTORIAN GARDENS has a great, fun, safe, purposeful program. There is no cost and youth NF 12-18 years of age are eligible to join. Weekends and Summer Camps, Band, First Aid, and Marksmanship are all offered. Thursday 6:30 - 9:00 pm, 724 Vanalman Ave Victoria. Call 250-363-1569 email 4005SVC@gmail.com

848 ROYAL ROADS AIR CADETS invite all youth aged 12 - 17 from the Westshore and Sooke. Participate in sailing, marksmanship, weekend and summer camps, sports, food services or similar environment. Contact: 848pm@rcamail.org or call (250) 727-2415

Food Services Attendant (franchises)
Personnel Support Programs
Vacuum, Casual Positions

JOB SUMMARY: Under the supervision of the Wardroom Mess Manager, the Food Services Attendant greets customers, fills customer order using a cash register and makes change. Also, the Food Services Attendance is responsible for preparing food and beverages, serving customers and cleaning the kitchen space, eating area (including taking out the garbage) while complying with the requirements of the NFAP and safety programs.

QUALIFICATIONS: Some high school and some food service or related experience. OR An acceptable combination for education, training and experience will also be considered. AND Current CPR and Basic First Aid qualifications are an asset.

EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: Serving food and beverages, providing customer service, in food services or similar environment

SALARY: $13.71/hr - $13.84/hr (union)

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT: Successful candidates are available to work evenings and weekends. And be able to perform moderate lifting, carrying, pulling and/or pushing (i.e. more than 10 lbs/4.5 kg but less than 50 lbs/23kg).

START DATE: As soon as possible

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 23:59 hrs Pacific Time on 1 November 2018

Submit resume to NPF HR Office quoting competition # ESQ-18-045.

Email: NPFHRResumemail@cfmws.com or online: www.cfmws.com
WESTBAY QUAY
VICTORIA’S OCEANSIDE NEIGHBOURHOOD

A stunning collection of 85 homes
found at the foot of a dynamic marina community
fully outfitted for the best in life.

SPECIAL MILITARY INCENTIVES

VISIT OUR SALES CENTER ON LOCATION AT 453 HEAD STREET
MONDAY TO WEDNESDAY 11–4 AND SATURDAY TO SUNDAY 12–5
CALL 250-384-2771 | WESTBAYQUAY.COM

This is not an offering for sale. Such an offering must be accompanied by a Disclosure Statement. The Developer reserves the right to make changes and modifications to the information contained herein without prior notice. Specifications, sizes, layouts, availability and pricing are subject to change. Renderings, maps and photographs are representational only and may not be accurate. E. & O. E. Tenfold Projects Inc.